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Craft craze brings variety to German brewing 

To celebrate German Beer Day, the anniversary of the Purity Law of 1516, The Local takes a look at the 
state of the beer market in Germany and the craft beer craze taking over Berlin. 

~~~~~~~~~ 

Pilsner accounts for over half of the beer market in Germany. In second and third place are Helles/Export and 
Weizenbier. Alcohol free-beer is also on the rise. 

But there is growing variety in the beer market as an Anglosphere craft beer and micro-brewing craze spreads to 
Germany. 

"The trend is very pleasing. Interest from consumers in the variety of German beer and the tradition and artistry 
of brewing is growing," said the president of the German Brewers Association (DBB) Dr. Hans-Georg Eils. 

In Germany there a.re 1,300 breweries that make a total of 5,000 different beers. In Berlin alone there are over 
20 microbreweries that specialise in craft beer. 

One of these is Hops and Barley in Berlin-Friedricbshain, owned by Philipp Brokamp, who spoke to the Local 
about all things beer. 

"The number of microbreweries has doubled in the last five to six years or so, because there is more interest in 
brewing and people are most keen to know what they are consuming. The rise in popularity is a little bit like 
organic food shops," he said. 

Hops and Barley opened seven years ago in a former GDR butcher's shop, and brews around 30 different beers a 
year. 

Alongside their own interpretations of a Pils, Dunkles and Weizen, they offer a special beer - currently a 
Maibock, that clocks in at a whopping 7.3 percent ABV. 

Brokamp said that although traditional brews like a Pils will always be in demand, some of their special beers 
are just as popular and sell out very quickly. 


